The aims of this research is to explain the batik wood artists level of understanding of Copyright as part of Intellectual Property as stipulated in Act Number 19 Year 2002. The research was conducted with descriptive qualitative approach and the data were collected using questionnaires from 65 batik wood artists that were selected randomly from 673 artists in Gunung Kidul. The data is also completed with interviews from main informants, and observation results and content analysis results. The data validation was done use source triangulation techniques to obtain data that reflecting facts. Data analyzed with interactive model in cycle with stages data collection, data reduction, data presentation and data verification. The results show that the low implementation of copyright registration is not only due to the lack of artists in understanding the Copyright, but rather from the influence of socio -cultural aspects of society that are collective. Thus, emphasizing the moral aspect of the formal aspects such as Copyright that are part of the western culture. The
The issues of Intellectual Property especially Copyright is an interesting theme to Research about comparative Copyright has been done by Prabandari (2011) which discusses the comparison of Copyright arrangements in Indonesia and the United States. A comparative research also done by Dharmawan (2010) which is more specific discusses legal protection for computer programs work in Indonesia as a developing country and with a legal protection for computer programs work in developed countries.
Research about Intellectual Property protection related to the potential of the natural wealth heritage has been discussed by Rofikah, Imanullah, Zultan (2006) conducted by Lestari (2013) , which discusses the Copyright ownership in the license agreement towards the Supreme Court Decision Number: 104 PK/PDT.SUS/2011. Some of the studies and researches above though quite diverse unfortunately not a single research that empirically discussed on the basic understanding of batik wood craftsmen towards Copyright. The limited knowledge of craftsmen about Intellectual Property is caused by the lack of socialization about Intellectual Property, which is why craftsmen have low awareness and commitment towards Copyright. From the research background above, the research problems can be formulated as follows: How far the craftsmen understanding towards Copyright and its implementation in registering the art work/ product Copyright as Intellectual Property.
B. PROBLEM STATEMENTS
The research objective is to find out the knowledge level of craftsmen towards Copyright and its implementation in registering the art work/ product Copyright as Intellectual Property.
It is hoped that this research can be useful theoretically to increase or broaden the knowledge about Intellectual Property for craftsmen. Practically, it can be an suggestion for local government or central, to make policy and socialization for craftsmen about the awareness of Copyright protection.
C. LITERATURE REVIEW
Copyright has its own characteristics compared to the Intellectual Property; Copyright automatically exists after the product is created without having to be registered. The function of registering the creation is not to issue Copyright but only to raises the presumption that the person registering the product is the creator and the Copyright holder (Lestari, 2013: 187) .
Intellectual Property should be considered as a creation of thought in the technology, trade, and art (Media KI (b1), 2015: 25) . Intellectual Property issues are closely related and can not be separated from creative economy business and franchise (Media KI (b2), 2015: 29) . In fact, the arrangement of economic rights tends to be more prominent than Moral Right which is very limited and merely seems to adopt the auteurswet provision (Hapsari 1912: 462 Moral Right associated with its personal creator"s. The fulfillment of Moral Rights is important because a product is issued form the creators sacrifices" so that intergrity and identity are indispensable towards Copyright protection (Hapsari, 1912; 464) .
The emergence of Copyright Act Year 2014 is the government"s effort to protect the economic right and moral right of the craftsmen in the creative industry. It is meant to encourage to be active in production and creativity to create art works that can improve the country"s economy to face ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) 2015. Through the Copyright protection of creative industry in Indonesia, it can be on of the economic strengths to keep growing and contributes for Indonesian"s economy (Media KI (a), 2015: 24) .
D. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Indonesian is consist of different races, tries, religions, and beliefs although have a mutual sense as a collective society. Javanese is one of the dominant ethnics in terms of art and culture. Javanese people is known of its delicate culture, harmony, and sublime and often referred as the representation of eastern culture. Javanese people are mostly created an art work which medium is from wood. Some of them that have been made in Gunung Kidul are masks, various animal replicate, loro blonyo statue, menongan dolls, tissue box, water dispenser, a box/ plate for displaying/ store fruits, and various kinds toys made from wood. The above products are the representation of the craftsmen"s creativity which represents craftsmen collective society.
To manifest the art works from the above idea, it can not be separated from the Intellectual Property which is integrated in knowledge system, behavior, and the results. The process and result of the Indonesia art works that were done collaboratively are representing the Moral Rights. Meanwhile, an individual art work tends to represent western culture. 
E. RESEARCH METHOD
This research employs descriptive qualitative approach -single case study embedded (Bogdan, dan Taylor, 1993: 56) . The location of the research is in central wood craft in Bobung village Gunung Kidul, Yogyakarta. 65 craftsmen are chosen as respondent to find out how far the craftsmen understanding towards Copyright and its application in registering Intellectual Property. They represent craftsmen, who made wooden mask, loro blonyo statue, souvenirs, animal replicate from wood, and other such as tissue box, water dispenser, menongan dolls, and wooden toys.
Respondents are chosen using random sampling, while the informants are chosen using answer and the respondent only need to give cross mark on the answer. The primary data also completed with deep interview focuses on key/ main informant of craftsmen (Spreadley, 1979: 10) . The data also collected using passive intimate observation as to preserve the situation while keep it as it is (Spreadley, 1980) . In completing the data it is also used documents/ legal archive in forms of An Act in correspondence of Copyright Act. The other sources are journals, books, research reports discussing legal protection.
To present the data validation, the researchers uses triangulation source technique (Nasution, 1988) . Furthermore, the data are analyzed using interactive cycle models which through data collection, data reduction, data presentation, and data verification.
F. RESEACRH RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Research Results
The results of the questionnaires shows that 38.5% craftsmen in general already (1) do not know the use of it, (2) the long terms benefits, (3) the process take a time, (4) do not know how to do it, (5) the cost is expensive, better for the other needs, (6) less important, and (7) less preeminent works.
There are 42.9% respondents" wants to register their Copyright. It cause by: (1) improving their business, (2) protecting their art works, (3) to be recognized, (4) product status, (5) protecting the identity, (6) preventing the imitations, and (7) long terms benefits.
From the data above shows that craftsmen who are not willing in registering their
Copyright are bigger than the others. It means that the craftsmen awareness in protecting their
Copyright to preventing the imitations and misused by the others is low. Half aware 6 9,1%
Total
100%
Sumber : data primer 49.2% respondents aware and know about the impact of Copyright infringement may come at the legal domain but they can not do anything about it. 32.3% respondents are fully aware that Copyright infringement may lead to legal affairs. While, 10.8% respondents are half aware about the consequences of Copyright infringement will bring legal sanction and 7.7% know nothing about it. It means that mostly craftsmen/ respondents already knew the consequences of Copyright infringement will bring fatal impact in legal affairs. The differences in point of view brings the consequences of an act is a piracy towards
Copyrights from an Act of Copyrights point of view, however on the society point of view this piracy is not crime that should be punished. Indonesian point of view is based on society law customary which sees togetherness with share property rights. An example of an artist which his works is imitated will not make such a fuss rather feel proud and considered the imitators as his students or followers. The study of differences in point of views bring an effect is already belongs to a copyrights according to the Act of Copyrights, but the society sees that as a crime that no need a punishment (Masdurohatun, 2011: 51 -54) . It is where the existence of exclusive rights that have not been comparable among moral rights based on indidenous Indonesian communal personality with Copyrights based on individuality leans to western culture that tends on the economic aspects.
F. CLOSING
Conclusion
The conclusion of this research shows that the low implementation craftsmen in registering Copyrights and loosen toward possibility of Copyrights infringements which affect legal nor economy affairs is not only because of the lack information about Copyrights. 
Suggestions
1. Local government needs to socialize and accommodate the craftsmen in giving an understanding about Intellectual Property such as Copyrights.
2. The nearest university should cooperatively work with craftsmen creating their copyrighted art work legally, as to fulfill the needs of an era globally.
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